


Maybe that title should reverse 

emphasis! 

 

If any of you are young engineers, 

Note the price! When was the last 

time you bought an aero text for 

$4.50. It’s really thick too! 









Kutta/Joukowski Theorum 

Also wrong, but it is the 

least wrongest 

WHY? 



Critical issue is alignment of control vectors 

Note 23 LVAR sets 

Shows both rectangular and elliptically 

   correlated sets. 



Throughout the process we fail and, consequently, repeatedly  

discover or learn that we have exceeded our understanding of  

the problem by moving beyond the bounds of our prior assumptions. 

 
                                                                                                                        Dr. Charles J. Camarda   

 

Strings of successes can mask insidious failures that our simple  

models of behavior cannot predict. Success combined with a  

“can do” spirit can lead to arrogance. This can perpetuate an 

“overconfidence bias” or confirmation bias, resulting in the  

subjective interpretation of data to confirm what we want to be  

true rather than what is actually true. 

 
                                                                                                         Dr. Charles J. Camarda   

 



Straight wing 

Delta – Fully Reusable Partially Reusable 

 USAF preferred 



 Design changed during fabrication because of wind tunnel testing 

        Shorten fuselage because of divergent nose up pitching moment 

        Body flap/ Heat shield 

        Nose landing gear shortened, main gear already made. (-5 degree α on roll 

         out). Aero download almost same as vehicle weight! Brakes – tires. 

Note approximately 5 degrees negative angle of attack on the ground during  

high speed rollout. Nearly doubles the landing gear and tire loads. 



Vertical Tail blanked at 40 deg. AOA Rudder/Speedbrake 

40 degree AOA 

Body Flap – originally an 

engine heat shield 

Yaw Jets 

Roll Jets Body x axis 







Guidance computes range to go and determines how much drag we need on the vehicle to get 

 to the runway. S-turning across the ground track allows us to control drag without letting 

 cross range distance diverge 



Critical issue is alignment of control vectors 

Note 23 LVAR sets 

Shows both rectangular and elliptically 

   correlated sets. 







STS-1 launched 

April 12, 1981 



If there are any manager types here whom 

            I have not yet offended 

Please invite me back, because that’s my 

      Job as an Experimental Test Pilot, 

    and I hate to leave a job unfinished! 


